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Abstract

Our paper investigates the bioeconomic sustainability and resilience of savanna social-ecological sys-
tems (SES). A stylized dynamics of an exploited grass-tree systems is thus considered accounting both
for the competition between trees and grass along with logging and grass harvesting activities. Regarding
sustainability, we rely on bioeconomic viability goals including consumption security for grass, profitabil-
ity of logging and coexistence of tree-grass states. A first analytical result relates to the elicitation of
sufficient sustainability conditions through the non-emptyness of the so-called viability kernel. Such suf-
ficient conditions rely on coupled MSY (maximum sustainable yield) - MEY (maximum economic yield)
reference states-controls. A larger viable set including these MSY-MEY equilibria is also identified. The
resilience of such viability states-controls for savanna SES facing shocks such as fire is then put for-
ward from both recovery through stability analysis and resistance viewpoints. Simulations inspired from
savanna systems in Cameroon exemplify the analytical findings.

Keywords: Savanna, Tree, Grass, Bioeconomics, Cutting, Harvesting, Dynamic model, Control, Viabil-
ity, Stability, Recovery, Resistance, Cameroon.

1 Introduction
Savannas are broadly defined as systems where tree and grass coexist [Scholes and Archer, 1997, Scholes,
2003, Sankaran et al., 2005]. The largest areas of savanna are found in Africa, South America, Australia,
India, the Myanmar (Burma)–Thailand region in Asia, and Madagascar. Precisely, it is estimated that they
occupy about 20% of the Earth land surface, cover more than 50% of the African continent, and are observed
in a large range of Mean Annual Precipitation (MAP). In Africa, they particularly occur between 100 mm
and 1500 mm (and sometimes more) of total mean annual precipitation [Lehmann et al., 2011, Baudena
and Rietkerk, 2013, Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2021], that is along a precipitation gradient leading from dense
tropical forest to desert. They play key roles in terms of biodiversity and provisioning ecosystem services
such as timber, food and drugs (Kaur, 2006). In particular, savannas provide habitats for a wide array
of animals [Sankaran et al., 2005, Scholes and Walker, 1993], some of which foster the vegetation through
grazing, browsing, pollinating, nutrient cycling, or seed dispersal [Scholes and Walker, 1993, Staver et al.,
2021, Huntley, 2023]. Many areas of savanna are managed today to maintain large grazing mammals, such as
the native fauna of Africa or the cattle used for commercial production in large areas of Australia and South
and Central America. Savannas are under pressure worldwide because of global changes including climate
change and demographic pressure. Savannas are affected by the overuse of woody plants for fuel. Together
with grazing and cultivation, this depletes both the grassy and woody components of the vegetative cover.
Often a subsequent acceleration of soil erosion occurs. Such processes are associated, in densely settled
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savanna areas such as Africa north of the Equator, with the type of land degradation called desertification.
Fire constitutes another important ingredient and pressure of savanna ecosystems in all regions. Fires are
started naturally by lightning strikes, but in most regions humans are now the greatest cause of savanna
burning. In line with these concerns, our paper examines the bioeconomic sustainability and resilience of
savanna considered as a social-ecological systems (SES) [Ostrom, 2009].

In the face of global changes, pressures, and uncertainties, the popularity of the concept of resilience is
rising. For instance, it is included in several Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [FAO, 2017]: 1 (No
Poverty); 2 (Zero Hunger); 13 (Climate Action); and 14 (Life Below Water). This popularity of resilience
contrasts, however, with a lack of clarity over the concept across the scientific disciplines and how to opera-
tionalize it in terms of decision making and public policy [Derissen et al., 2011, Downes et al., 2013, Quinlan
et al., 2016, Grafton and Little, 2017, Béné and Doyen, 2018]. Recently, Grafton et al. [2019] and Cuilleret
et al. [2022] have made significant progress in the definitions, objectives and quantification of resilience-based
management in particular for environmental issues and social-ecological systems (SES)[Ostrom, 2009]. In
particular Grafton et al. [2019] put forward three ingredients and metrics (the 3Rs) of resilience, namely
recovery, resistance and robustness (or reliability). Here we will focus on recovery and resistance to examine
the bio-economic resilience of savanna SES. Recovery refers to the time to withstand shocks and uncertainties
in the sense of bouncing back to viable situations [De Lara and Doyen, 2008, Oubraham and Zaccour, 2018,
Cuilleret et al., 2022, Doyen et al., 2019], while resistance is the magnitude of shocks (say for state) that
can be withstood [Harrison, 1979, Béné and Doyen, 2018] The underlying viability goals we here consider
for savanna systems relates to different bio-economic thresholds in line with the SDGs [FAO, 2017] and the
triple bottom line of sustainable development since we deal with both food security, economic viability and
biodiversity conservation [Baumgärtner and Quaas, 2009, Hardy et al., 2013, Cissé et al., 2013, Schuhbauer
and Sumaila, 2016]. Recovery is strongly tied to stability issues [Holling, 1973, Pimm, 1984] and minimal
time problems [Martin, 2004, Martinet et al., 2007].

To address the sustainability and resilience of savanna SESs, we here develop and analyse a stylized bioe-
conomic dynamic model of an exploited grass-tree systems. The model accounts both for the competition
between trees and grass along with logging and grass harvesting activities. To deal with sustainability, bioe-
conomic viability goals and thresholds are considered including consumption security for grass, profitability
of logging and coexistence of tree-grass states. A first analytical result consists in the identification of suf-
ficient sustainability conditions through the non-emptyness of the so-called viability kernel. Such sufficient
conditions are derived from coupled MSY (maximum sustainable yield) - MEY (maximum economic yield)
reference points [Schaefer, 1954, Clark, 1973, Grafton et al., 2012, Tromeur and Doyen, 2019] articulating
bioeconomic parameters of both grass and trees. The resilience of the such viability states-controls for sa-
vanna SES is then examined by first adopting a stability viewpoint. Doing so, we question the role of shocks
on savanna sustainability, such as those induced by fires. We complete the resilience study by providing
results in terms of resistance through the distance to the non viable zone as in Karacaoglu and Krawczyk
[2021]. Finally, numerical simulations inspired from savanna systems in Cameroon exemplify the analytical
findings. The calibration of the model in Cameroon stems from previous works of Yatat-Djeumen et al.
[2018, 2021].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the bioeconomic model of savanna
with tree-grass interaction dynamics together with ecological and economic viability constraints. In Section 3
entitled ‘Results’, we provide both the generic analytical findings articulating viability - resilience viewpoints
and numerical simulations related to the case study. A last Section discusses the results and concludes.

2 Bio-economic model
2.1 Stylized dynamics of an exploited savanna
Our stylized model inspired by Yatat-Djeumen et al. [2018, 2021] features two coupled ordinary differential
equations expressing the joint dynamics of tree and grass biomasses in savanna systems. Each equation first
accounts for logistic growth of biomass along with natural competition of the two vegetations. Anthropogenic
controls of the savanna relates both to tree cutting and grass biomass harvesting. Our model reads as follows:
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dG(t)
dt

= rGG(t)
(

1 − G(t)
KG

)
− ηT GT (t)G(t) − HG(G(t), eG(t)),

dT (t)
dt

= rT T (t)
(

1 − T (t)
KT

)
− HT (T (t), eT (t)),

G(0) = G0, T (0) = T0,

(1)

where G(t) and T (t) (in t.ha−1) stand for grass and tree biomass at time t, respectively; eG(t) and eT (t)
represent grass and tree harvest rates (efforts) at time t which can potentially play the role of controls of
the system. Parameters rG(≥ 0) and rT (≥ 0) express, respectively, the rates of grass and tree biomasses
growth, while KG( > 0) and KT (> 0) correspond to, respectively, the carrying capacity of grass and tree
biomasses. Competition between grass and tree is captured by the parameters ηT G(> 0)1. Anthropogenic
pressure is represented by the harvest functions HG(G, eG) and HT (T, eT ) which denote the biomass losses
resulting from harvesting actions captured by efforts eG(t) and eT (t) (labor or capital intensities) on grass
and trees vegetations, respectively.

We specify below the functional forms of harvests HG of grass and cutting HT of trees relating to the
anthropogenic activities and pressures introduced in dynamics (1). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that
the harvests of both vegetation types occur through a Shaefer production function [Schaefer, 1954, Clark,
1973] as follows:

HG(G(t), eG(t)) = qGeG(t)G(t), HT (T (t), eT (t)) = qT eT (t)T (t), (2)

where qG and qT correspond to impact rates (the so-called catchability in fisheries) on grass and tree re-
spectively. Hereafter, ei(t), i ∈ {G, T}, play the role of controls of the dynamic SES described in the system
(1).

2.2 Sustainability objectives
To address the sustainability purpose, we rely on both the viable control approach and bio-economic criteria
as in [Béné et al., 2001, De Lara and Doyen, 2008, Doyen et al., 2019, Schuhbauer and Sumaila, 2016,
Oubraham and Zaccour, 2018]. Such viable control framework is based on thresholds and constraints to
fulfill across time. By bio-economic criteria is meant the account of both ecological, economic, and social
constraints.

To characterize the economic sustainability and viability, we first impose the economic profit (revenue
minus variable cost) of the forestry activity to be guaranteed in the following sense:

πT (t) = pT HT (T (t), eT (t)) − cT eT (t) ≥ πlim
T , (3)

where pT (> 0) is the market unit price of timber while cT (≥ 0) represents the unit cost of variable forestry
effort eT (t) and πlim

T (≥ 0) a desired profit, potentially relating to fixed costs of the forestry. Given the
Schaefer harvest formulation of HT (T (t), eT (t)) and the positivity of efforts, we can note that such a profit
constraint entails the following state constraint for tree biomass:

T (t) ≥ cT

pT qT
= T oa. (4)

Such a biomass threshold T oa is known in the bioeconomic literature as the open-access biomass [Schaefer,
1954, Clark, 1973, De Lara and Doyen, 2008].

Regarding social sustainability and viability, we focus on the provisioning ecosystem services (health,
food, ...) derived from grass harvesting in the following sense:

HG(G(t), eG(t)) ≥ H lim
G , (5)

where viability threshold H lim
G > 0 can relate to current value of grass harvesting (potentially depending on

human population levels).
1We here assume an asymmetric competition in the sense that ηGT = 0. Indeed, our model mimics tree-grass interactions

in humid savannas without fire. Trees have a direct depressive effect on grasses through competition for light (i.e. tree canopy-
induced shadow effet) and competition for nutrients while the effect of grass on trees is indirect and fire-mediated, see also
Yatat-Djeumen et al. [2018, 2021] and references therein.
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As regard biodiversity conservation, we require the vegetation biodiversity to be large enough in the sense
of species richness

Biodiv(G(t), T (t)) ≥ 2, (6)

where species richness of the ecosystem state x is defined by Biodiv(x) =
∑

i=1,2
1R+

∗
(xi), where 1R+

∗
(.) is the

characteristic (boolean) function of non negative reals R+
∗ . Said differently, we require the co-existence of

tree and grass covers. Observe that the two constraints (3) and (5) induce such a coexistence as soon as
Hlim and πlim

T are strictly positive.
To assess the sustainability or viability of the savanna SES, we examine the compatibility of the bio-

economic constraints (3), (5), (6) with the dynamics (1) and (2) of the SES. To do so, we rely on the
mathematical concepts of invariance and viability kernels [Aubin and Frankowska, 2008, Béné et al., 2001,
De Lara et al., 2007, Oubraham and Zaccour, 2018]. We start with the following invariance set:

Inv(eG, eT ) = {(G0, T0) | (1), (2), (3), (5), (6) hold true for any time t ≥ 0} . (7)

Such invariance kernels Inv(e) are in fact called viability niches in [Aubin, 1990] because the controls are
supposed to be fixed. By contrast, the viability kernel recasts the invariance concept within the control
theory framework as follows:

Viab = {(G0, T0) | ∃ controls eG(.), eT (.) and states G(.), T (.) s.t. (1), (2), (3), (5), (6) hold ∀t ≥ 0} .
(8)

Of course, the following inclusion holds true ⋃
e

Inv(e) ⊂ Viab. (9)

However, this previous inclusion is generally strict since, within the viability kernel Viab, the controls e(.)
can fluctuate with time and state (through feedback controls) while, in invariance kernels Inv(e), the controls
are supposed to remain steady over time.

3 Analytical results
3.1 Non emptyness of the viability kernel
We first focus on the non-emptyness of the viability kernel. The idea is to provide sufficient conditions
on the bioeconomic parameters of the system for the existence of a state belonging to the viability kernel
Viab defined in (8). Our sufficient conditions here relies on well-known referenced points related to MSY2

(maximum sustainable yield) and MEY3 (maximum economic yield) [Schaefer, 1954, Clark, 1973, De Lara
and Doyen, 2008, Grafton et al., 2012]. We first remind the characterization of MEY indicators (effort,
biomass, profit) for trees obtained using first order optimality conditions:

eMEY
T = rT

2qT

(
1 − cT

pT qT KT

)
= rT

2qT

(
1 − T oa

KT

)
,

T MEY = KT

2

(
1 + T oa

KT

)
,

πMEY
T = πT (eMEY

T , T MEY ) = pT rT KT

4

(
1 − T oa

KT

)2
.

(11)

2We here remind the very definition of MSY for a single stock [Schaefer, 1954] governed by the following ODE

ẋ(t) = rx(t)
(

1 −
x(t)
K

)
− qe(t)x(t). (10)

The MSY approach aims at maximizing the catches h(t) = qe(t)x(t) at equilibrium in the following sense:
max

e such that ẋ(t)=0
h = qex.

3We here remind the very definition of MEY for a single stock [Schaefer, 1954] governed by the same ODE (10). The MEY
approach aims at maximizing the profit π(t) at equilibrium in the following sense:

max
e such that ẋ(t)=0

π = pqex − ce.

Of course, MEY and MSY states, efforts and harvests coincide whenever effort costs c vanish.
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For grass, we first need to adapt the growth rate and the carrying capacity of grass by accounting for
MEY tree biomass T MEY as follows:

r̃G = rG − ηT GT MEY , K̃G = KG

(
1 − ηT G

rG
T MEY

)
.

We then consider the following (adapted) MSY indicators

eMSY
G = r̃G

2qG
,

GMSY = K̃G

2 ,

HMSY
G = HG(eMSY

G , GMSY ) = r̃GK̃G

4 .

(12)

Interestingly the positivity of K̃G entails an upper bound on the maximum economic yield for trees T MEY .
Such an upper bound depends on grass parameters namely the rate rG

ηT G
. More specifically we need the

condition
rG

ηT G
>

1
2 (KT + T oa) . (13)

In particular, it implies that the growth of grass rG is high enough when compared to carrying capacity KT

of trees. Symetrically, a low level of competition ηT G favors such condition (13).
Then we obtain the following sufficient conditions for the non-emptyness of the viability kernel.

Proposition 1. Assume condition (13) and that viability thresholds H lim
G > 0 and πlim

T > 0 are such that

πlim
T ≤ πMEY

T , H lim
G ≤ HMSY

G (14)

then there exists harvest rates (eG, eT ) such that the invariance kernel Inv(eG, eT ) is nonempty. Consequently
the viability kernel Viab is also nonempty.

Sufficient conditions (14) indicates that the bioeconomic viability requirements need to be not too de-
manding to guarantee some viability of the savanna SES. More specifically, grass harvest H lim

G and tree
profit πlim

T thresholds need to be bounded from above with respect to the maximal bio-economic sustain-
ability (MSY-MEY) of the two renewable resources (grass-trees). Interestingly, these conditions extends the
analytical viability conditions for a single renewable stock as put forward4 in Béné et al. [2001]. Moreover,
the right-hand side of (14) indicates that large values of both grass carrying capacity KG and intrinsic growth
rate rG promote the sustainability of savanna SES since, from (12), harvest HMSY

G increases linearly with
both rG and KG. In contrast, the competition parameter ηT G has a negative contribution on viability as
it impacts negatively HMSY

G through K̃G. Similarly, the left-hand side of (14) shows that large values of
intrinsic growth rate rT foster the sustainability of savanna SES since, from (11), profit πMEY

T increases with
rT . In contrast, the role of marginal costs cT of effort for cutting trees is negative as it alters rent πMEY

T .
Such intuitive results are here clearly quantified.

Proof. of Proposition 1.
Let us consider the harvest effort vector E = (eMSY

G , eMEY
T ) together with state vector X = (GMSY , T MEY ).

Let us prove that X ∈ Inv(E).
First it turns out that the state-control (E, X) fulfills the bio-economic constraints. From the very

definition GMSY and eMSY
G in (12) along with the second assumption of (14), we indeed have

HG(GMSY , eMSY
G ) = HMSY

G ≥ H lim
G .

Thus viability constraints (5) also holds true.
Similarly, from definitions (11) and assumptions (14), we also have

πT (eMEY
T , T MEY ) = πMEY

T ≥ πlim
T .

4In Béné et al. [2001], the sufficient and necessary conditions for the non vacuity of the viability kernel Viab are similar to
those for tree biomass in the sense that

0 < πlim ≤ πMEY . (15)
.
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Thus profit constraints (3) holds true.
Observe also that the coexistence constraint is satisfied since both grass and tree states are strictly

positive namely GMSY > 0 and T MEY > 0.
Let us now prove that the state X is an equilibrium of dynamics (1) associated with efforts E. We first

have

rT

(
1 − T MEY

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T = rT

1 −

1
2 (KT + T oa)

KT

 − qT
rT

2qT

(
1 − T oa

KT

)
,

= rT

(
1
2 − T oa

2KT
− 1

2 + T oa

2KT

)
= 0.

Similarly, we have

rG

(
1 − GMSY

KG

)
− ηT GT MEY − qGeMSY

G ,

= rG

1 −
KG

(
1 − 2ηT GT MEY

rG

)
2KG

 − ηT GT MEY − rG

2 ,

= rG

(
1
2 + ηT G

rG
T MEY

)
− ηT GT MEY − rG

2 = 0.

Consequently, X is a steady state of the system (1). Therefore, X ∈ Inv(E). Consequently, from inclusion
(9), we deduce that X ∈ Viab.

3.2 A viable rectangle
Under strict inequalities underlying (14) in Proposition 3, we can prove that the viability kernel contains
not only the equilibrium state (GMSY , T MEY ) but also a set (a rectangle) with a nonempty interior. To do
so, we need to introduce different notations. First we introduce the viable grass threshold Glim(eG) as well
as the viable tree threshold T lim(eT ) :

Glim(e) = H lim
G

qGeG
, T lim(eT ) = πlim

T + cT eT

pT qT eT
= T oa + πlim

T

pT qT eT
. (16)

In particular, we introduce the particular states Gpa and T pa as follows

Gpa = Glim (
eMSY

G

)
, T pa = T lim (

eMEY
T

)
. (17)

The notation pa is inspired by the precautionary approach and thresholds of ICES for fisheries management.
We also need to consider the equibrium function for grass dynamics5:

T ∗(G, eG) = 1
ηT G

(
rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− qGeG

)
. (18)

In particular, we introduce the particular equilibrium state T ♯ as follows:

T ♯ = T ∗(Gpa, eMSY
G ). (19)

We then define the rectangle denoted by A consisting in grass states larger than Gpa along with tree states
within the interval

[
T pa, T ♯

]
as follows

A = [Gpa, +∞[ ×
[
T pa, T ♯

]
. (20)

The following proposition captures the properties of invariance (with respect to MSY-MEY controls) and
viability of such a rectangle A. Such a result is illustrated by Figure 1.

5In the sense that Ġ = 0.
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Figure 1: Phase portrait of system (1) with various initial conditions (G0, T0) ∈ A (black bullets).
The magenta bullet denotes the stable coexistence equilibrium (GMSY , T MEY ). The solid red lines
stand for the viability rectangle while the solid green lines represent the equilibrium line T ∗(G, eG) =

1
ηT G

(
rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− qGeG

)
and T = T MEY .

Proposition 2. Assume again conditions (13) on dynamics parameters and (14) on viability thresholds.
Then the invariance kernel Inv(eMSY

G , eMEY
T ) and thus the viability kernel Viab contains the rectangle A

defined in (20) in the sense that

[Gpa, +∞[ ×
[
T pa, T ♯

]
⊂ Inv(eMSY

G , eMEY
T ) ⊂ Viab. (21)

Moreover, if at least one the inequalities in (14) is strict, the viable rectangle A has a non empty interior
and is thus a real rectangle. Otherwise the viable set A is reduced to the half-line [Gpa, +∞[×

{
T MEY

}
.

The interest of Proposition 2 is to point out that the viability kernel is not limited to the equilibria and
contains at least a set with a non empty interior whenever one of the assumptions on viable thresholds is
strict. Such a finding is exemplified in Figure 1 where the red lines stand for the boundary of the rectangle
A. In particular an interval

[
T pa, T ♯

]
=

[
T lim(eMSY

T ), T ∗(Gpa, eMSY
G )

]
for tree biomass T (t) emerges as a

key ingredient for viability. This confirms that tree biomass T has to be managed with cautious to remain
within this specific corridor of viability. The upper bound T ♯ on tree biomass for viability arises from the
competition between trees and grass through parameter ηT G > 0. The underlying mechanism is that too
many trees would put at stake the viability of grass. By contrast, grass biomass G(t) is less demanding in
terms of sustainable management since only a lower bound Gpa has to be guaranteed.

Proof. of Proposition 2.
Let us consider again the harvest effort vector E = (eMSY

G , eMEY
T ).

First it turns out that any state-controls (X, E) where X ∈ A fulfills the bio-economic constraints.
From the very definition of Gpa in (16) and (17) together with the very definition of eMSY

G in (12) along
with the second assumption of (14), we indeed have:

G ≥ Gpa =⇒ HG(G, eMSY
G ) ≥ HG(Gpa, eMSY

G ) = qGeMSY
G

H lim
G

qGeMSY
G

= H lim
G .

Thus viability constraints (5) also holds true.
Similarly, from definitions (11) and assumptions (14), we have

T ≥ T pa =⇒ πT (T, eMEY
T ) ≥ πT (T pa, eMEY

T ) = pT qT eMEY
T

πlim
T + cT eMEY

T

pT qT eMEY
T

− cT eMEY
T = πlim

T .
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It means that profit constraints (3) holds true.
Let us now prove that the set A is invariant for system (1) associated with efforts E. Following tangential

conditions6 of Aubin [1990], we need to distinguish between five cases corresponding to the 3 sides and 2
corners of rectangle A:

• Side 1: (bottom horizontal side): T = T pa and G > Gpa: As T pa ≤ T MEY from assumption (14)
and definition (17), we have

Ṫ

T
= rT

(
1 − T

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T ≥ rT

(
1 − T MEY

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T = 0.

Thus T increases and thus remains within the rectangle A.

• Side 2 (left vertical side): G = Gpa and T pa < T < T ♯: In that case, using the very definition of
the equilibrium function T ∗(G, eG) in (18), we claim that

Ġ

G
= rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− ηT GT − qGeMSY

G > rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− ηT GT ∗(G, eMSY

G ) − qGeMSY
G ,

= rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
−

(
rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− qGeMSY

G

)
− qGeMSY

G = 0.

Thus G (strictly) increases and thus remains within the rectangle A.

• Side 3 (top horizontal side): T = T ♯ and G > Gpa: As Gpa ≤ GMSY from assumption (14) and
T ∗(G) is a decreasing function of G, we have

T = T ∗(Glim(eMSY
G , eMSY

G ) ≥ T ∗(GMSY ), eMSY
G ) = T MEY

and consequently

Ṫ

T
= rT

(
1 − T

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T ≤ rT

(
1 − T MEY

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T = 0.

Thus T decreases and thus remains within the rectangle A.

• Corner 1 (left bottom): T = T pa and G = Gpa: Using arguments similar to previous cases, namely
G = Gpa ≤ GMSY and T = T pa ≤ T MEY from (14), we first can write

Ġ

G
= rG

(
1 − G

KG

)
− ηT GT − qGeMSY

G = rG

(
1 − Gpa

KG

)
− ηT GT pa − qGeMSY

G ,

≥ rG

(
1 − GMSY

KG

)
− ηT GT MEY − qGeMSY

G = 0.

since joint state (GMSY , T MEY ) is at equilibrium. Similarly, we have

Ṫ

T
= rT

(
1 − T

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T = rT

(
1 − T pa

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T ,

≥ rT

(
1 − T MEY

KT

)
− qT eMEY

T = 0,

since T MEY is at equilibrium.
Thus both states T and G increase and thus remains within the rectangle A.

6Consider any set A defined in terms of inequalities as follows:
A = {x ∈ Rn, aj(x) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , m}

with aj(.) continuously differentiable functions. Consider any dynamic system
ẋ = f(x).

Invariance tangential conditions are
∀x, ∀j s.t. aj(x) = 0,

∂aj

∂x
(x).f(x) ≥ 0.
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• Corner 2 (left top): T = T ♯ and G = Gpa: Using similar arguments, in that case, we have Ṫ = 0
and Ġ ≥ 0.

We conclude that all along the boundary of the rectangle A we have the required tangential conditions
for invariance and thus for viability. Consequently, A is an invariant set of dynamics (1) with control E.
Therefore, A ⊂ Inv(E). Furthermore, from inclusion (9), we deduce that A ⊂ Viab.

3.3 Bioeconomic resilience through stability and recovery
We now give insights into the resilience of savanna SES by providing a stability analysis of the viable
states-controls MSY - MEY. In other words, we will focus on viable states that are locally and globally
asymptotically stable (LAS - GAS) [Khalil and Shaw, 1999]. By LAS is here meant that there exists a
neighborhood of the viable state such that every trajectory starting from this neighborhood will converge to
a viable state. By GAS here meant that wherever a trajectory is initiated in the phase space, it will converge
toward the viable state. Thus such state can cope with shocks and recover in the sense of coming back to a
viable situation in finite time. Such a viewpoint makes it possible to take into account shocks on savanna,
such as those induced by fires. The characterization of state resilience in terms of stability is consistent with
one of the 3Rs of resilience [Grafton et al., 2019, Cuilleret et al., 2022] namely recovery. Recovery is a matter
of recovery time [Holling, 1973, Pimm, 1984, Martinet et al., 2007, Hardy et al., 2016]. We can prove the
following Proposition.

Proposition 3. Assume conditions (13) on dynamics parameters and (14) on viability thresholds H lim
G and

πlim
T . Then there exists viable grass-tree states (G, T ) together with harvest rates (eG, eT ) that are globally

asymptotically stable.

Proof. We consider again the harvest effort vector E = (eMSY
G , eMEY

T ) together with state vector X =
(GMSY , T MEY ) ∈ A. From Proposition 1, we already know that X is an equilibrium point of system (1)
and that X ∈ Inv(E).

Moreover, it turns out that X is LAS. Indeed, the Jacobian matrix for system (1) at X is

J(X) = J(GMSY , T MEY ) =

− rG

KG
GMSY −ηT GGMSY

0 − rT

KT
T MEY

 .

J(X) is a triangular matrix. Hence its eigenvalues are λ1 = − rG

KG
GMSY and λ2 = − rT

KT
T MEY which are

both (strictly) negative. Hence, the equilibrium point X is LAS. Moreover, system (1) is dissipative and does
not admit close orbits. Therefore, it follows from the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem [Wiggins, 2003, Theorem
9.0.6, page 120] together with the LAS property of X, that the equilibrium X is GAS. Hence, when it exists,
the savanna equilibrium (GMSY , T MEY ) ∈ A is GAS.

3.4 Bioeconomic resilience through resistance
We now give insights into the resilience of savanna SES by using a resistance score, another ‘R’ of the ‘3Rs’
of resilience [Grafton et al., 2019, Cuilleret et al., 2022]. Resistance is the magnitude of shocks (say for state)
that can be withstood. An idea put forward in [Béné and Doyen, 2018, Karacaoglu and Krawczyk, 2021,
Cuilleret et al., 2022] to assess resistance from viability consists in considering the distance of any state X
to the non viable zone namely the complementary to the viability kernel:

Resistance(X) = dR2\Viab(X) = min
Y /∈Viab

∥X − Y ∥.

For instance if the state lies outside the viability kernel, its resistance vanishes because even very small
shocks alter its viability. Here we adapt such a definition of resistance by considering a lower bound with
the distance to rectangle A identified as a viable set in Proposition 2:

Resistance(G, T ) ≥ dR2\A (G, T )

9



For any state (G, T ) within the rectangle A, we can explicitly compute this distance (in the sense of L1

norm) to the rectangle using its 2 corners and critical values Gpa, T pa and T ♯ as follows

dR2\A (G, T ) = min
(
G − Gpa, T − T pa, T ♯ − T

)
.

We use this approximation of resistance in the following section to characterize the magnitude of wildfire
events that can be withstood in terms of viability for a savanna SES in Cameroon.

4 Numerical example
In this section, simulations inspired from savanna systems in Cameroon exemplify the analytical findings of
previous section. We follow [Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2018, 2021] to consider tree-grass interaction parameters
for the context of a humid savanna, like in the South of Cameroon. In particular, Yatat-Djeumen et al.
[2021] proposed, along the rainfall gradient, a parameterization of dynamic system (1) based on previous
works or by re-interpreting empirical results. The parameter values are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Tree-grass interaction parameter values.

Symbol KT KG rT rG ηT G

Value 150 t/ha 15 t/ha 1 yr−1 3.5 yr−1 0.03 (t/ha)−2yr−1

The economic and productive parameter values used for the simulations are summarized in Table 2. For
this paper, they are rather illustrative than derived from real data. This is particularly the case of viability
thresholds H lim

G and πlim
T that are fixed arbitrarily to guarantee strictly positive profit and harvest. Future

research is thus needed to refine and calibrate these economic values.

Table 2: Economic parameter values.

Symbol qT qG pT cT πlim
T H lim

G

Value 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1

Based on parameter values of Tables 1-2 and characterizations (12), (11), (17), (19), key reference and
tipping points of the model are deduced. They are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Key reference and tipping points of the model.

Symbol eMEY
T eMSY

G T MEY GMSY πMEY
T HMSY

G GP A T P A r̃G K̃G T ♯

Value 0.9733 1.19 77 2.55 17.7633 4.4625 1.6807 8.1096 1.19 5.1 83.7614

It can be noted that the viability conditions (13), page 5 and (14), page 5 hold true for these parameters.
Thus Proposition (2) about the viable rectangle A applies. This viability rectangle A is depicted in Figure
1, page 7 with the red solid lines. It clearly appears from Figure 1 that any trajectory of system (1) starting
in the viability rectangle A with steady controls (eMSY , eMEY ) remains within A throughout time. This
confirms Proposition (2) regarding the viability of the rectangle A.

Expanding the sustainability viewpoint underlying the viability rectangle A, we now adopt a resilience
viewpoint for the case study in particular in the face of wildfires. To do so, we rely on both resistance and
recovery analysis. Along with herbivory, fire is considered as a main disturbance of the dynamics of tree and
grass biomasses in humid savannas. In the sequel, we consider fire as shock for tree and grass dynamics.
Precisely, in humid savannas, fire does not happen continuously as several months and even years can last
between two successive fire events. We also assume that they occurred suddenly and do not last more
than a couple of days; hence compared to the time-scale of tree and grass biomasses dynamics, fire event is
considered as impulsive (or a shock) [Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2017]. Furthermore, following [Yatat-Djeumen
et al., 2017, 2018, Yatat-Djeumen and Dumont, 2018, Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2021], we assume that at a given
time τ > 0 when fire occurs, it induces an additional mortality in both tree and grass biomasses. Thus,
denoting by τ+ the next moment after a fire occurrence, we write:{

G(τ+) = G(τ) − λGG(τ),
T (τ+) = T (τ) − ϑ(T (τ))ω(G(τ))T (τ), (22)

10



where λG ∈ [0, 1) is the fire-induced mortality rate of grass biomass while ϑ(T (τ))ω(G(τ)) stands for fire-
induced mortality rate of tree biomass. We detail and explain below the functional forms of ϑ(T ) together
with ω(G). Rate ω(G) takes into account that grass biomass is the main factor controlling both fire intensity
and spreading capacity in savannas. Following [Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2021], we combined these two properties
of fire in a single, increasing function of grass-biomass

ω(G) = G2

G2 + g2
0

, (23)

meaning that, whence average herbaceous biomass is in its highest range, fires both display the highest inten-
sity and affect all the landscape. Conversely, low grass biomass due to aridity, grazing or tree competition,
will make fires of low intensity and/or unable to reach all locations in a given year thereby decreasing the
actual average frequency. Parameter g0 is the value of grass biomass at which fire intensity, ω(G), reaches
its half-saturation since ω(g0) = 50%. Moreover, for a given level of ω(G), fire-induced tree/shrub mortality,
denoted by ϑ(T ) is assumed to be a decreasing, non-linear function of tree biomass [Yatat-Djeumen et al.,
2021]. Indeed, fires affect differently large and small trees since fires with high intensity (flame length > ca.
2m) cause greater mortality of shrubs and topkill of trees while fires of lower intensity (flame length < ca.
2m) topkill only shrubs and subshrubs (Yatat-Djeumen et al. [2018] and references therein). Therefore, ϑ
reads as follows [Tchuinté Tamen et al., 2017, Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2021]:

ϑ(T ) = λmin
T + (λmax

T − λmin
T )e−κT , (24)

where λmin
T is minimal lost portion of tree biomass due to fire in configurations with a very large tree biomass,

λmax
T is maximal loss of tree/shrub biomass due to fire in open vegetation while κ is proportional to the

inverse of biomass suffering an intermediate level of mortality.
Facing this wildfire shocks, we now investigate the resistance issues applying ideas of Subsection 3.4.

Thus, considering a state (G(τ), T (τ)) ∈ A before a shock (wildfire), it will be resistant if despite the
shock represented by equations (22), its forward orbit stays within the viability rectangle A. This means
equivalently that: {

G(τ+) ≥ Gpa,

T (τ+) ≥ T pa,
(25)

where Gpa and T pa are given in (17), page 6. From equations (22) and (25), a necessary condition for the
state (G(τ), T (τ)) ∈ A to be resistant is to have a low enough rate λG in the sense that:

λG ≤ 1 − Gpa

G(τ) . (26)

In particular we set the fire-induced mortality of grass biomass to λG = 0.25 to guarantee resistance.
Identifying resistant parameters for fire-induced tree/shrub mortality ϑ(T ) is more complicated because of
the non-linearities. Following [Yatat-Djeumen et al., 2021], fire-related parameter values inducing resistance
are considered in Table 4.

Table 4: Fire-related parameter values.

Symbol λmin
T λmax

T κ g0
Value 0.05 0.25 0.02 2
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(d) Tree biomass profitability: πT (t)

Figure 2: Dynamics of tree (panel (a)) and grass (panel (b)) biomasses showing resistance when fire events,
considered as shocks, occur at τ1 = 15 years and τ2 = 40 years. The fire-induced mortality of grass biomass
is λG = 0.25.

We now assume that fire events occur at τ1 = 15 years and τ2 = 40 years. Figure 2 depicts the dynamics
of both tree and grass biomasses promoting resistance despite the occurrence of shocks, considered as fire
events. More specifically, the magnitude of the shocks is such that the requirement (25) still holds true.
Therefore, the states (G(τi), T (τi)), i = 1, 2 are resistant in the sense that they can cope with the fire shocks
by still complying with the profit and harvest constraints underpinning the red thresholds in Figure 2 (c)
and (d). Subfigures 2 (a) and (b) confirm that such resistance is associated with the joint viability of states
(G(t), T (t)) within the viable rectangle A = [Gpa, +∞[ ×

[
T pa, T ♯

]
as stressed in subsection 3.4.

Going further, Figure 3 illustrates the recovery property of the system underlying Proposition 3. We here
increase the fire-induced mortality of grass biomass with λG = 0.5. Indeed, in that case, the magnitude of
the shocks is such that the requirement (25) and resistance now fails as illustrated by 3 (c) where the harvest
constraint HG(t) ≥ H lim

G is violated for a while. However we can observe that after a transient period, the
system recovers thanks to the stability of the state (GMSY , T MEY ).
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(g) Grass biomass harvest: HG(t)
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(h) Tree biomass profitability: πT (t)

Figure 3: Dynamics of tree and grass biomasses showing recovery after fire events, considered as shocks, that
occur at τ1 = 15 years and τ2 = 40 years. The fire-induced mortality of grass biomass is λG = 0.5.

5 Discussion and perspectives
Our paper copes with the bioeconomic sustainability and resilience-based management of savanna social-
ecological systems (SES). The analysis draws on a stylized dynamics of an exploited grass-tree systems
integrating both for the competition between trees and grass along with logging and grass harvesting activ-
ities which play the role of control of the system. Sustainability and resilience issues are handled through
bioeconomic viability goals and thresholds including consumption security for grass, profitability of logging
and coexistence of tree-grass states. Such viability are aligned with the triple bottom-line of sustainable
development and many of the SDGs [FAO, 2017]. A first analytical result relates to the identification of
sufficient sustainability conditions through the non-emptyness of the so-called viability kernel. Such suf-
ficient conditions involving the whole set of bio-economic parameters of the SES arise from coupled MSY
(maximum sustainable yield) - MEY (maximum economic yield) reference states-controls. Although MSY -
MEY states and controls play a pivotal role, we prove that sustainability conditions are not limited to these
equilibria as a viable rectangle including these equilibria is also elicitated. The resilience of the such viability
states-controls for savanna SES is then put forward both from a stability (recovery) and viability (resistance)
analysis. Simulations inspired from savanna systems in Cameroon exemplify the analytical findings.

The original contribution of our paper is threefold. The first major contribution is to propose a model
of intermediate complexity [Plaganyi et al., 2014, Doyen, 2018, Gomes et al., 2020] to deal with savanna
social-ecological systems (SES). By intermediate complexity is meant a model with a limited complexity but
capturing the major ingredients of the management issues at play, namely savanna management through
cutting and harvesting. The complexity here stems from the combination of non-linear coupled dynamics of
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tree and grass biomasses together with ecological, social and economic constraints in line with the SDGs.
The second major contribution is to extend analytical viability results for bioeconomic systems initiated

in Béné et al. [2001]. The sufficient conditions of Proposition 1 for the non-emptyness involving coupled
MSY- MEY referenced points for both tree and grass indeed expand the sufficient conditions for a single
renewable stock stressed in Béné et al. [2001] involving only the MEY of this single stock. Such result for
savanna and coupled tree-grass dynamics paves thus the road for sufficient viability conditions in ecosystems
with larger complexity and dimensionnality as many of those relating to biodiversity management. The
viable rectangle underpinning Proposition 2 is another important step to expand viability conditions beyond
equilibrium conditions. This rectangle stresses the need to manage tree biomass within a safety corridor. The
identification of the whole viability kernel is a future important methodological challenge. In that regard,
monotonicity properties De Lara et al. [2007] underlying dynamic systems (1) should help to advance the
viability for tree-grass and savanna dynamics [Accatino et al., 2014].

The third major contribution is to pave the road for a resilience-based management of savanna SES
accounting for shocks in particular those induced by fires which plays pivotal roles in the dynamics of
these systems. Such resilience based-management should go further the stability analysis proposed here
and deals with stochastic dynamics and control as suggested in [Grafton et al., 2019] and Cuilleret et al.
[2022]. In that regard, the application of such resilience-based management to savanna systems in Cameroon
will be of great interest to assist local stakeholders and regulating agencies facing global changes including
climate change and demographic pressure. More globally, as savanna are also found in many countries of
Africa, South America or Asia, as well as in Australia or India, where they also play key roles in terms
of biodiversity and provisioning ecosystem services [Scholes and Walker, 1993, Staver et al., 2021, Huntley,
2023], our sustainability and resilience insights should interest scientists, stakeholders and regulating agencies
worldwide.
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